CRAFT: PAPER BUNNY & POTATO STAMPS

PAPER BUNNY
Materials
•
•
•

Paper
Markers
Glue or Tape

Instructions
1. Cut out a strip of paper about the width of your index finger
2. Put glue on one end of the paper strip and fold the other end around so you’ve made a tube
with your paper and glue the ends together
3. Give the paper tube some little folds so that it can stand up by itself (this will be the body).
If you like, you can colour a section of the body to make a tummy for your bunny
4. Cut out another strip of paper that’s a little thinner than your first piece, about a little
longer than your pinky finger
5. Roll and glue this strip of paper into a tube like the first (this will be the head)
6. Draw eyes, nose, whisker, and a smile on your smaller roll to make you bunny face
7. Glue the head of your bunny on to the body of your bunny
8. To make the ears, cut out the shape of a bunny ear with a little tab on the bottom. Colour
the inside section of you bunny ears
9. Put glue on the tabs of the ear pieces and glue those to the head of your bunny
10. Cut out the feet by making long, thumb shaped pieces of paper. Glue those to the bottom
side of your bunny
11. Last but not least, add anything to the back of your bunny that would make a good bunny
tail!

POTATO STAMPS
Materials
•
•
•
•

Potatoes
Knife
Paper
Paint & Paintbrush

Instructions
1. Look through your potatoes to find one that looks the most egg shaped
2. NOW GET A GROWN UP
3. Using a knife, cut the potato in half. On each half of the potato, create lines like a decorated
Easter egg – horizontal, zig zag, polka dots
4. Once the design has been cut out, dry the potato halves with paper towel so they are dry to
the touch
5. Using a paintbrush (or finger if you don’t have a brush), paint the lines on the potato
different colours. Use a bit more paint than you think you should
6. Flip the potato stamp and press the potato paint side down on to you piece of paper. Push
and hold it in place for about 3 seconds
7. Take your stamp off and voila! An Easter Egg!
8. You can create stamps of different shapes too – maybe on is an bunny ear shape that you
can stamp on to a bunny head that you’ve drawn. Or maybe one is a carrot? Let your
imagination go!

